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Abstract 

This work describes a feasibility study on the application of Ion Beam Analysis (IBA) 
on polymers, in partienlar on the polymer used for the polymer based Light Emitting 
Diode (poly-LED), Poly-Phenylene-Vinylene (PPV). Analysing the polymer in the LED 
configuration is preferred in order to investigate the atomie composition and layer struc
ture ( depth profiles) of working and non-working LEDs. 

It is observed that the polymer degrades under influence of high energy ion beams. 
The polymer components hydragen and oxygen are emitted/vapourized under influence 
of the ion beam. After prolonged irradiation with a 2 Me V helium ion beam the oxygen 
content reduces toa stabie final concentration of 50 % of its original value. The hydra
gen content reduces under influence of this ion beam toa concentration of less than 12 
%of its original value and shows a continuing decrease. The degradation of the polymer 
strongly depends on the energy of the helium ion beam (varied from 1 to 13.4 MeV). 
The rate of degradation alters when the beam energy is varied. For high beam energies 
the degradation of both oxygen and hydragen evolves slower than for low beam energies. 
The final stabie oxygen content increases from 43% to 53% of its original value when 
the energy of the helium ion beam is decreased from 2. 7 to 1.0 Me V. lt is also shown 
that the relevant quantity for the irradiation 'dose' is not simply the ion dose but rather 
the ion track density (ITD). 

In order to describe the degradation phenomena a macroscopie model is proposed 
for the combined lossof oxygen and hydrogen. This model shows a 'good' fit to the data 
as obtained in this work. The hitherto published models do not describe the combined 
loss of hydragen and oxygen and can not fit the data obtained in this work. 

The degradation of the polymer layer during the analysis causes problems for the in
terpretation of a measurement. The loss of elements alters the stopping of the impinging 
ionsin the polymer layer and limits the possibilities for depth profiling of the poly-LED. 
The problem can be handled by choosing analysis conditions which minimise the de
gradation; i.e. using the minimum ion dose needed to obtain sufReient statistic in the 
measurement. For example, the 2 MeV helium ion dose required to give a statistica! 
error of less than 10% in the oxygen signal causes an elementlossof 10% for the oxygen 
contentand 60% for the hydragen content. The lossof elements during the analysis can 
be estimated with the prposed macroscopie model and this can be used for a reasonable 
compositional analysis of the unirradiated polymer. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

In this workan attempt is made to investigate Ion Beam Analysis (IBA) on polymers, in 
particular on the polymer used in the polymer based Light Emitting Diode (poly-LED), 
Poly-Phenylene-Vinylene (PPV). Preferably the analysis of the polymer is done in the 
LED configuration. 

The well-known solid state LED consistsof a layer of anorganic semiconducting ma
terial between two electrodes. If a voltage is put across this anorganic layer, it will emit 
visible light by electroluminiscence. Solid state LEDs are often used as indicators on 
electronic equipment. Burroughs et al. from the university of Cambridge discovered a 
polymer which shows electroluminescence similar to the anorganic layer used in solid 
state LEDs [1]. The conjugated polymer Poly-Phenylene-Vinylene (PPV) emitted light 
with a voltage of only ten volts across. This discovery opened a whole new world for 
the applications of LEDs because poly-LEDs are lighter and more flexible than ordinary 
solid state LEDs [2, 3]. Possible applications vary from displays in portable electronic 
equipment to large, easy transportable videowalls [4]. At present all polymers used in 
poly-LEDs are conjugated polymers, which have alternately double and single honds in 
the main chain[4]. This sequence allows the electrous to move easily allong the main 
chain transporting electric charge. 

At present, the electroluminiscence proces in PPV is still poorly understood, but a 
general idea on the principal characteristics of operation is emerging. The cathode sends 
electrous to the polymer while the anode injects holes in the polymer. These electrous 
and holes recombine in the polymer releasing energy, with this energy polymer-molecules 
can be excited. When the excited molecules fall back into their ground state light is 
emitted. The colour of the light emitted by the polymer depends on the energy differ
ence between ground state and excited state. This energy difference can be influenced 
by changing the molecular structure of the polymer, for example by changing the com
position or length of the side chains. At present the poly-LEDs are good enough to 
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serve for example as a backlight for Liquid Crystral Displays (LCD), whereas the more 
complex applications like the flexible videowall will probably not yet be available in the 
near future. One of the latest developments is the poly-LED working on alternating 
current which makes it possible to conneet it directly to an electrical outlet[2]. 

One of the major problems of poly-LEDs is their lifetime, presently limited to several 
hundreds of hours [2]. For the applications mentioned above, lifetimes of several thou
sands of hours are required. Another major problem is posed by the limited brightness 
of the poly-LEDs: although suflident to serve as a backlight the brightness is still too 
low for the poly-LED toserve as a light. To learn more about the processes responsible 
for the degradation of the light-emitting-function of the poly-LED, analysis techniques 
like ion beam analysis might be helpfull. One of the questions to be answered is whether 
the degradation of the light emission is the result of a compositional change in the poly
mer. Another reason might be areaction between electrode material and the polymer, 
thereby changing the electronic interface properties. 

Because of its quantitative depth profHing capability Ion Beam Analysis techniques 
might be advantageously applied for analysis of the poly-LED device. However, in ana
lysing polymers and other organic materials Ion Beam Analysis can no longer be con
sidered as non-destructive as can be done in analysing metals and semiconductors[5]. 
During the analysis of polymers a severe change in composition of the sample can oc
cur. This limitation can be overcome, if the damage produced to the material under 
analysis can be minimized or excluded. Marée et al. have performed a study on the 
analysis possibilities of IBA on porphyrine, an organic material showing great prospects 
for application in solar cells [6, 7]. From their results a description for the hydrogen loss 
during irradiation is given. In this work a similar study is performed for the polymer 
Poly-Phenylene-Vinylene and the applicability of the model of Marée et al. on PPV is 
investigated. 
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Chapter 2 

Analysis Techniques 

Fora good understanding of the applicability of Ion Beam Analysis (IBA) on polymers 
a basic knowledge of IBA is required. The two IBA techniques considered here are 
Rutherford Backscattering Speetrometry (RBS) and Elastic Recoil Detection (ERD). 
The description of IBA given below can not be complete but it is intended to give 
insight for those who are unfamiliar with Ion Beam Analysis. An extensive description 
is provided in Chu, Mayer and Nicolet's "Backscattering Spectrometry" [8) and in the 
"Handbook of Modern Ion Beam Materials Analysis" edited by Tesmer and Nastasi 
[9). In this chapter short descriptions of other techniques used to analyse the damage 
produced by the ion beams are also given. Fourier Transfarm Infra Red spectroscopy 
(FTIR) is used to investigate the chemica! bindingstatesin the irradiated polymer while 
mass speetrometry is employed to analyse the residual gas during irradiation tolook for 
volatile elements coming from the polymer. 

2.1 Ion Beam Analysis (IBA) 

In both Rutherford Backscattering Speetrometry (RBS) and Elastic Recoil Detection 
(ERD) highly energetic ion beams (particle energy > 1 MeV) are applied to analyse a 
material. When the incident ion penetrates into the target it can collide with a target 
atom, whereby the ion can be 'back'scattered while the target atom can be 'kicked' 
out of its lattice position and recoil through the target. RBS involves detection of 
backscattered ion while in ERD the recoiling atom is detected. It should be noted that 
backscattering is only possible if the incident ion is lighter than the sample atom with 
which it collided (M1 < M 2 ). The angle between the direction of the incident ion and 
the direction of the backscattered ion is the backscattering angle (), whereas the recoil 
angle cjJ is the angle between the direction of the incident ion and the direction of the 
recoiled particle(fig. 2.1). To detect the recoil particles the target needs to be rotated 
because the recoiling sample atom must be able to leave the target (fig.2.1). However, 
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Figure 2.1: The basic scattering proces in Rutherford Backscattering Speetrometry and Elastic 
Recoil Detection. The incident ion can be backscattered by an atom (RBS) or can cause a recoil 
(ERD). 

incident ions are also forwardly scattered in the same direction as the recoiling atom 
and a distinction between the scattered partiele and the recoils needs to be made. In the 
case of hydrogen-ERD this can be done by using a stopper foil to range out forwardly 
scattered helium. 

2 .1.1 Scattering and Recoil cross section 

The probability forscattering of an incident ion or recoiling of a sample atom is given by 
the differential cross-section ~~. The differential cross-section depends on the Z number 
of incident ion and sample atom, the energy of the incident ion and the direction of 
the backscattered or recoiled particle. For helium as impinging ions the interaction 
with sample atoms is described by the coulomb force, if the energy of the ion is smaller 
than approximately 2 MeV. The differential cross-sections canthen be calculated using 
formula 2.1 and 2.2 (from reference [9]): 

da Z 1 Z 2 e2 
2 4 

df2RBS = ( 4E ) . sin2 (0) 
[J1- ~ sin2 (0) + cos(0)]2 

J1- (~ sin(0)) 2 

energy of the incident ion 
masses of projectile and sample atom respectively 
atomie numbers of projectile and sample atom 
backscattering angle as defined in figure 2.1 

da [ZtZ3e2 (Mt + M3)]2 
df2ERD [2M3Ej2cos3 (4>) 
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energy of the incident ion 
masses of projectile and recoil atom respectively 
atomie numbers of projectile and recoil atom 
recoil angle as defined in figure 2.1 

In most experiments the small solid angle n of the detector allows that the differ
ential cross-section can be taken constant. For higher energies the Coulomb force ( elec
trastatic interaction) no longer describes the interation and nuclear reactions between 
impinging ion and sample atom occur. Forthese energies the differential cross-sections 
are tabulated and can be found in literature. Sirree the differential cross-sections can be 
calculated or are tabulated RBS/ERD analysis is inherently quantitative, in contrast 
with many other analysis techniques which are often qualitative and must rely on stand
ards. 

Cross-sections are expressed in units of cm2
• As mentioned before the probability 

on accurance of one of these events (backscattering or recoiling) is very small, implying 
that many particles must impinge on the target before a good statistica! measurement 
is achieved. For example forscattering of 2 Me V heliumionsof a 100 nm thick layer of 
carbon (i.e. 1.13*1018 C/cm2) with a solid angle of the detector equal to 1 msr and a 
backscattering angle () of 170° 2.5*1013 ions/cm2 must impinge on the target to detect 
1000 particles backscattered from carbon atoms. This is part of the problem in the 
analysis of polymers because it is known from literature that the total number of ions 
impinging on a sampledetermines the damage produced to the sample. 

2.1.2 Energy loss in RBS and ERD 

In the previous section (2.1.1) it is described that an incident ion can be backscattered or 
can cause a recoil. However the probability of these events is very small in comparison to 
the probability on a partiele penetrating into the sample. As anion travelsin the sample 
it looses energy by the interaction with the electrans and the nuclei of the sample atoms 
resulting in the breaking of honds in the sample (damage). For the energies employed 
here (1-13.4 MeV) the electronic part is dominant over the nuclear part. The electronic 
stopping is about three orders of magnitudes larger than the nuclear part for 1 MeV 
helium ions on PPV, for higher energies the difference is even larger. The energy lossis 
given by ~~ and is expressed by the stopping cross-section ~:: 

1 dE 1 dE 
t:=--~---

N dx N dx electronic 
(2.3) 
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N atomie density 
dE energy loss 
dx 

The stopping cross-section depends on the ion, the energy of the ion and the tar
get materiaL It is the energy loss which gives depth information in IBA experiments: 
particles scattered or recoiled deeper in the sample will have a lower energy than those 
scattered or recoiled near the surface of the sample. This additional energy loss is to fi.rst 
order proportional to the depthof scattering (eqn 3.7 Chu [8]). This implies that depth 
profHing is possible without sputtering and that is one of the major advantages of IBA. 
The energy loss for RBS experiments can be calculated using formula 2.4 in which K is 

Figure 2.2: The figure above shows the angle of incidence (Oin) and the exit angle (Oout) as 
used for the calculation of the effective stopping power {tREs). 

the kinematic factor for RBS giving the ratio E1 over E0 described in paragraph 2.1.3 
and e(E, He) is the stopping power for helium ions with energy E. The first component 
in this formula gives the energy loss of the incident ion before the callision and the 
second component gives the energy loss of the backscattered partiele on the outgoing 
track. !:,.E gives the energy difference between a partiele scattered or recoiled at the 
surface and a partiele scattered or recoiled deeper in the sample, N · t is the nurnber of 
atoms per square centimeter of the layer. 

KE(E0 ,He) e(E1,He) 
!:,.EHe = t:,.Ein + t:,.Eout = N · t · [e]RBS = [ (() ) + (() ) ]N · t (2.4) 

COS in COS out 

For ERD the same is valid with the difference that in the case of ERD the energy loss for 
the outgoing track should be calculated for the recoil partiele (in this work hydrogen) 
insteadof for the incident ion (eqn 2.5). 
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For compound targets like Poly-Phenylene-Vinylene (PPV) the stopping power can 
be calculated using Bragg's rule . The rule of Bragg and Kleeman [10] expresses the 
linear additivity of stopping cross-sections ( eqn 2.6). For the energies used in this work 
(1-13.4 MeV) Bragg's ruleis valid within a few percent [11]. 

stopping cross-section in compound 
stopping cross-section of element A, B. 
relative concentrations of element A and B 

(2.6) 

An energetic partiele (projectile) looses energy travelling in the sample in a proces 
of many individual encounters. These encounters are subject to statistica! fluctuations, 
causing a statistica! spread on the energy of the particles that are scattered or recoiled 
at a certain depth called energy straggling . This energy straggling combined with the 
resolution of the electronic equipment, accurance of multiple scattering, the kinematic 
spread of scatteredor recoiled ions and roughness of the sample are the main determining 
factors for the accuracy of the energy resolution and hence for the accuracy of the depth 
scale. 

2.1.3 Kinematic factorand interpretation of a spectrum 

a. RBS 

The kinematic factor is defined as the ratio of the energy of the incident ion before and 
after scattering. The backscattered partiele has an energy which depends on the mass of 
the ion and sample atom involved in the callision and on the backscattering angle (). The 
relation between these parameters is obtained by application of the laws of conservation 
of energy and momenturn before and after the collision. The kinematic factor for RBS 
gives the ratio of the energy of the incident ion before and after the callision with the 
sample atom (M1 < M 2 ): 

E (~ cos(O) + J1- (~ )2 
sin

2 (8)) 2 

K __ 1_ 2 2 

RBS- E - 1 +& 
0 M2 

(2.7) 

E 0 energy of the incident ion 
E1 energy of the backscattered ion 

Equation 2. 7 shows that incident ions scattered by heavy sample atoms will have 
a higher energy than the incident ions scattered by light sample atoms. This shows 
another feature of RBS namely its mass distinguishing ability. Since ions backscattered 
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from different masses differ only in energy, it follows from equation 2. 7 that mass dis
crimination is highest for low masses and poor at high masses because the difference 
in K for one incidental mass unit becomes small for heavy sample atoms. The angle 
of the detected partiele is determined by the position of the detector ( only particles in 
a certain solid angle are detected). The energy of this partiele is determined by the 
detector. With the backscattering angle and the energy of the detected partiele given 
the mass of the sample atom with which it collided can be determined. 

6000 

1300 
energy (keV) 

Figure 2.3: RBS spectrum as measured on a sample which consisted of three layers: 
PPV(300nm) on Al(150nm} on C(substrate)), with (} = 17f.f', Eo = 2000 ke V and (}in = 
SC. 

The results of the backscattering measurements are given in backscattering spectra 
which show on the horizontal axis the energy of the backscattered particles and vertically 
the number of detected particles at that energy (figure 2.3). In these spectra ions that 
are scattered by heavy atoms (for example Al) can beseen to the right in the spectrum, 
ions scattered of lighter atoms (for example 0) will be found more to the left in the 
spectrum at lower energy. The arrows in figure 2.3 denote the depth scale for the 
different elements starting from the surface energy (K · E0 ) for that element. The height 
of the signal H is determined by the concentration of that element at that depth. These 
heights can however not directly be compared but should be corrected for the differential 
cross-section of that element and the energy loss (from eqn 4.27 [9]): 

H = da D.Q N · t 1 
dO. cos(Oin) [(;]RBS 

(2.8) 

with Q the incident partiele dose, n the solid angle of the detector, (J the differential 
cross-section, [(;]RBS the stopping power and N · t the layer thickness. 
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b. ERD 

The energy of a recoiled partiele depends on the mass of the recoil partiele, the mass of 
the incident ion, the angle at which the atom is recoiled and the energy of the incident 
ion. The relation between the energy of the incident ion before collision and the energy 
of the recoiled sample atom is given by the kinematic factor for ERD (KERD): 

KERD = E3 = 4M1M3 cos
2

(4>) 
Eo (M1 + M3)2 

(2.9) 

- energy of the impinging ion 
- energy of the recoil partiele 

masses of impinging and recoil partiele 

800 
energy {keV) 

Figure 2.4: ERD spectrum as obtained of a polymer sample: PPV(300nm) on Al{150nm) on 
a C substrate, with cp = 3(/J, Eo = 2000 ke V and fhn = 75 o. 

An example of an ERD spectrum is provided in fig 2.4, with on the horizontal axis 
the energy of the recoiled partiele and vertically the number of detected recoiled particles 
at that energy. In this work only hydrogen recoils are looked upon. The depth scale 
is denoted with the arrow starting at the energy of the hydrogen atoms recoiled from 
the surface. The height of the signal is determined by the concentration of hydrogen 
at that depth corrected for the differential cross-section and energy loss (eqn 2.8). In 
section 2.1 it is mentioned that forward scattered incident ions must be distinguished 
from the recoiled sample atoms. To prevent these forward scattered ions from reaching 
the detector a stopping foil is placed in front of the detector. The forward scattered · 
incident ions will be stopped in this foil whereas the recoil particles will only loose a 
part of their energy in this foil and can still reach the detector. Other possibilities 
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to distinguish forward scattered projectHes and recoil particles is the Time Of Flight 
(TOF) system [9] or the Pulse Shape Discrimination (PSD) method [12] of which the 
latter can be employed at the EUT. 

2.2 Fourier Transfarm Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy is a non-destructive analysis method for both 
quantitative and qualitative measurements. Atoms in molecules (polymers) vibrate with 
well-defined and known frequencies. Samples exposed to infrared radiation absorb those 
frequencies which correspond to the frequencies of the vibrations present in the sample, 
the absorption spectrum serves as a fingerprint to the functional groups in a sample. 
Figure 2.5 shows a FTIR spectrum of unirradiated PPV. 
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Figure 2.5: Infrared spectrum of a sample consisting of PPV(200nm) on Ca+ (150nm) on a 
carbon substrate, measured in reftection. 

In infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) there are two options for measuring the infrared 
spectrum, transmission or reflection. In transmission the signal transmitted through 
the layer is detected at the backside of the sample. In reflection this signal is reflected 
at the backside of the sample by a reflecting layer and will pass the layer once more 
before being detected on the frontside of the sample. The latter method is employed 
here because the used carbon substrate is nottransparant to IR radiation. 
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2.3 Mass speetrometry 

To analyse a residual gas present in a vacuum chamber a mass spectrometer can be 
used. In a mass spectrometer an ionizer causes molecules, present in the chamber, to be 
ionized, these ions are then accelerated by an electric field and subsequently separated 
by astrong magnetic field. In this way the composition of the residual gas can be de
termined. An example of a mass spectrum of the gas present intheUltra High Vacuum 
chamber before the bombardment of the polymer is provided in figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6: A mass spectrum of the residual gas present in the UHV chamber at Philips 
Research before the bombardment of the polymer. 

Following the evolution of the mass spectrum as a function of ion dose (time) may 
give information about the species released from the sample under irradiation. Whether 
fractions coming from the polymer are detected depends on the background pressure for 
that species and the amount released per unit time. Therefore the partial pressure in 
the system should be kept as low as possible (UHV), if possible lower than the intensity 
of the released species. 
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Chapter 3 

Element loss in polymers 

3.1 Introduetion 

During the analysis of polymers with ion beams, molecules are released from the sample 
therefore the analysis technique can no longer be considered as non-destructive [5]. The 
element loss can cause a significant change in the composition of the material being 
analysed. Impinging ions transfer their energy to the polymer, breaking honds and lib
erating atoms which can recombine to molecules and next leave the polymer. One of 
the elements most likely to disappear from the sample is hydrogen. Several publications 
report about element loss in use of ion beams on polymers and other organic materials, 
and some are reviewed here. 

Green and Doyle [13, 14] published several articles about ion beam analysis of thin 
polymer films espescially about the profiling of hydrogen and deuterium using ERD 
with light and heavy incident ions. They claim that radiation damage when irradiating 
polymers with ion beams is inevitable. The important question is whether the density 
and hence the depth scale is altered during the irradiation. Another question is whether 
hydrogen or deuterium is released during the analysis. Green and Doyle investigated 
the radiation effects of MeV ion beams on polystyrene (PS) and deuterated polystyrene 
(d-PS), with as impinging ions He, C and Si. In analysis of polystyrene with He ions 
and low fluences of 1013-1014 ions/cm2 the loss of hydrogen and deuterium (d-PS) is 
insignificant. For deuterium they publish a fractionalloss of 0.002 when He ion beams 
are used. The application of carbon and silicon ion beams with the same energy / amu 
increases the fractionallosses to 0.2 and 0.6 respectively. The loss is uniform along the 
ion-track for deuterium as well as for hydrogen. With respect to a possible change in 
the depth scale, the loss of carbon from the polymer is a more detrimental problem be
cause the stopping power for carbon is higher than the stopping power for hydrogen and 
deuterium. The loss of carbon can result in a significant change in the total energy loss 
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and inherently alter the depth scale. The damage produced by the ion beam is strongly 
dependent on the material under observation: in the case of He beams on Poly-Methyl
Metha-Acrylate (PMMA) the damage is significantly larger than in the case of PS. 
With total fluences of 1014 ions/cm2 about 20 % hydrogen is released from the PMMA 
sample. They conclude that the damage can be minimized using low fluences ( < 1011 

ions/cm2
) and insome cases it might be helpfull to perform analysis at low temperatures. 

van IJzendoorn and Scheltekens [5, 15) describe the influence of a 2 MeV helium 
ion beam on a polystyrene layer. They start with the remark that ion beam analysis 
of organic compounds is seriously limited by the degradation of the compound under 
MeV irradiation. This in contrast to semi-conductor materials and metals in which the 
analysis can be considered as non-destructive. In analysis of organic (polymer) materials 
the entire character of the material under observation can be altered. Degradation of 
the polymer was clearly observed in the form of a shift of the underlying silicon signal 
edge to higher energies and in a decrease of the hydrogen count rate in ERD as a func
tion of total ion dose. Apparantly only small volatile molecules are released during the 
irradiation because the silicon content stays constant within measuring accuracy during 
ion irradiation. They explain the proces by the formation of radicals or reactive atoms 
in the ion track, these radicals can combine to light volatile molecules, which can next 
be released from the sample. The measurements are fitted with the 'exponential model' 
which is described insection 3.2.1. The exponentlal model consisting of an exponentlal 
function and a constant, gives a degradation cross-section and prediets a final stabie 
hydrogen and carbon concentration. 

Adel, Amir and Kalish [16] report about the hydrogen release from amorphous hy
drogenated carbon and publish a model for this process, which will be described in 
section 3.2.2. They conclude that for films with a typical H concentration of 30-40 at.% 
significant hydrogen losses appear for ion doses of 1015 i ons/ cm 2 • This behaviour seems 
to be universal regardless whether the main energy transfer contribution is primarily 
electronic (MeV) or nuclear (sub-MeV). The hydrogen content decreases for high ion 
fluences toa final concentration of approximately 5 at%. 

Venkatesan, Calcagno, Elman and Foti [17] write in 'Ion Beam Modification of Insu
lators' about the ion beam effects in organic molecular solids and polymers. Going from 
metals to semiconductors to organic materials the damage induced by the (analysing) ion 
beam increases. The ion-polymer interaction is given as a function of ion dose, which 
starts at low dose with polymerization of morromers (1010 ions/cm2 ) through cross
linking and scission processes around doses of 1012 ions/cm2 to changes in electronic 
transport for doses around 1015 ions/cm2 . During the ion beam irradiation the molecu
lar emission is measured with a quadrupole mass spectrometer. All polymers discussed 
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(PS, Polyethylene (PE), PMMA and Poly-Vinyl-Chloride (PVC)) exhibit emission of 
molecular hydrogen. Besides H2 also other fragments are emitted varying for the differ
ent polymers from HCl (PVC) to C8H8 (PS). Theemission rate Q of volatile molecules 
changes with ion dose and shows an exponential behaviour: Q = Q0 e-uit where Q0 

is the maximum emission yield (mols/sec), i is the ion current and t the time. Values 
for Q0 can be determined from the experiment. A parameter characterizing the ion 
irradiation effects is the chemical yield G, defined as the number of active species (ions, 
radicals, molecules, honds) changed or produced per 100 eV of absorbed energy: 

G = Qo 100 
I E 

(3.1) 

I is ion current, E is the beam energy and if the film is smaller than the range of the ions 
E refers to the energy deposited in the layer. This implies that the damage produced 
to the sample scales with the total energy deposition in the layer. Another observation 
is that most polymers under irradiation tend to become rich in carbon and that large 
amounts of volatile molecules leave the polymer. 

The ion current I is varied over the range 100-800 nA/cm2
, the G values do not de

pend on current density in this range neither on any thermal effects induced by macro
scopie beam heating. Therefore sample heating is not considered in this model, whereas 
it might play a role in the whole degradation process. 

K allweit, Baur, Eichinger and Strack [18] investigated the effects of high energy 
N+ implantation (100-300 keV) of Poly-Methyl-Metha-Acrylate (PMMA). They find a 
contraction of the sample which is saturated at a fluence of 5*1014 ions/cm2

• This con
traction may be caused by the outgassing of elements from PMMA or by a densification 
of the materiaL Densification of the material however would cause the projected range 
of the implanted ions to change with the dose of the ions. As this is not the case, the 
contraction seems entirely due to materialloss by outgassing. 

Beardmore and Smith [9] report about the effects of ion bombardment of polyethyl
ene. They have monitored the mass of desorbed molecules as a function of time. It 
is shown that first low mass compounds are emitted and that heavier fragments are 
released with a delay in time (1 ps). This is explained by the production of radicals in 
the sample which canthen combine to produce more stabie molecules to diffuse through 
the targetandescape from the surface. Larger molecules take longer to diffuse and will 
escape from the sample with a delay in time. 

Sekine, Ikeo'- Nagasawa and Kikuma [10] report about the results of Auger experi
ments on polymer materialsin combination with a cold stage. In ordinary use of Auger 
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on polymers emission of volatile molecules is also observed causing problems in the ana
lysis of polymers. For this purpose Sekine et al. made use of a liquid nitrogen cold 
stage to cool the sample and to prevent the volatile molecules from disappearing from 
the sample. With lower temperatures the allowed dosage before severe damage effects 
appear increases significantly. At high temperatures the damage produced by the elec
tron beam is present directly after the start of the experiment. 

de Kruifhas made a literature investigation to the possibilities of dynamic Secondary 
Ion Mass Speetrometry ( d-SIMS) on polymers. He concludes that polymers can be 
divided in three groups namely: 

1. Carbonizing polymers These polymers will loose part of their elements, namely 
the elements which can form volatile compounds (H,N,O,Cl). After irradiation a 
dense carbon layer is left. Example of carbonizing polymers are polystyrene (PS) 
and polyethylene (PE). 

2. Volatile polymers In these polymers all the material is outgassed and nothing 
stays behind such that a hole is formed, for example teflon (PTFE). 

3. Transition polymers This is a transition category between the two previous cat
egories. Part of the polymer carbonises and a part is volatile. An example of a 
transition polymer is Poly-Methyl-Meth-Acrylate (PMMA). 

A suggestion made by de Kruif is that high energy and low energy ion irradiation in
duce identical modifications of the polymer material, only the rate at which the damage 
evolves di:ffers. For high beam energies the damage produced to the sample will evolve 
more slowly than for low beam energies. 

3.2 Models for degradation 

In this section some models, presented in literature to describe element loss from poly
mers during ion irradiation, are reviewed. Further on, in chapter 6, the applicability of 
these models to the results of He irradiation of PPV is tested. 

3.2.1 Exponential model 

IJzendoorn and Schellekens[5] pose an equation for the description of the lossof hydragen 
from a polystyrene layer for the bombardment with 2 Me V helium ions: 

(3.2) 
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from which it follows, 
(3.3) 

In these expressions H(qy) is the hydragen concentration at a dose qy and an is the so 
called damage cross-section. The model prediets a final stable concentration an for high 
ion dose. 

In literature a model similar to the model described above is sametimes presented. 
It is purely empirica! and consists of several exponential functions, resulting in different 
damage cross-sections ( a1 , au) and, like in the model of van IJzendoorn and Schellekens, 
prediets a final stabie concentration (a3): 

(3.4) 

Some authors claim that these different damage cross-sections (a) belong to different 
honds of hydragen in the material [22, 23]. A major drawback of this empirica! model 
with different damage cross-sections is that it has no predictive value sirree the damage 
cross-sections are considered to be empirica! constauts and can not be theoretically 
predicted. 

3.2.2 Model Adel, Amir and Kalish 

Adel et al. [16] presented a model which is based on the molecular release of hydragen 
from an a-C:H layer. This model is statistica! in nature and is based on second order 
kinetics. 

In order to release hydragen from a-C:H by ion bombardment two hydragen atoms 
need to he liberated and combine to molecular hydragen which can than diffuse out of 
the polymer. For this to occur the two hydragen atoms must be liberated within a cer
tain distance from each other in a time short compared to the lifetime of free hydragen 
atoms in the polymer. 

This second condition implies that both hydragen atoms must be liberated by the 
same passing ion. The assumption that the two hydragen atoms must be liberated 
within a certain distance from each other implies that there is a final stabie hydragen 
concentration. As within that characteristic distance only one hydragen atom is lib
erated it can no longer combine to molecular hydragen and will not disappear from 
the sample. For this a final volume V is defined equal to inverse of the final hydragen 
concentration PJ, V= ...l.. The rate equation descrihing the loss of hydragen is: 

P! 

dp 
- = -PAp(pV -1) 
dqy 
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which has as a salution for the dose dependent hydragen concentration p(cp): 

1 
p(cp) = ...!.. + ( l-...!.. )e-K<P 

P! PO P! 

(3.6) 

In these expressions K is a release cross-section depending on P·A, in which P is 
the probability of liberating two hydragen atoms which combine to H2 • V is assumed 
to be of cylindrical geometry with cross section A. The existence of a limiting state is 
an important consequence of the model of Adel et al. 

3.2.3 Adjustments by Marée, Vredenberg and Habraken 

Marée et al.[7] modified the model of Adel et al.[16] based on experiments performed 
on porphyrine layers for different projectHes and energies. The degradation can be ex
plained by the energy loss of the projectile in the porphyrine layer. 

The model states that an ion passing through a (porphyrine) layer infiuences all 
hydragen honds within a certain characteristic distance reil from the ion track. These 
honds are broken with a probability P (taken to be 1). These assumptions lead to the 
number of broken honds per unit track length to be P 1rr;1 1H, with H the hydragen 
concentration. A diffusion length lis defined as the distance a liberated hydragen atom 
can travel before it is trapped by a dangling bond from the polymer. These characteristic 
distances reil and l define a recombination volume V in which two hydragen atoms can 
combine to molecular hydragen and disappear from the layer. If only one hydragen 
atom remains in this volume the outgassing will stop. As in the model of Adel et al. 
this results in a final stabie hydragen concentration. The resulting equation descrihing 
the loss of hydragen according to Marée is of the same functional form as equation 3.6. 

1 
H( cp) = ---------::---;;---

p2 Prec"r~ ft 
V + ( H(o) - V)e sine. cp 

(3.7) 

Herein a is the angle between the incoming ion beam and the sample surface, cp 
the total ion dose and Pree is the probability on combination of two hydragen atoms to 
molecular hydrogen. Marée et al. give arelation between reil and the stopping power 
~~. For rel 1 the maximum impact parameter for direct excitation is taken according to 
Bohr's theory [24]. Combining the formula forthestopping power[24] with the formula 
for reil obtained from Bohr's theory gives arelation between reiland the stopping power 
(3.8). Wherein Ci is a material dependent constant determined from Bohr's theory. 

(3.8) 
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As can be condurled from this equation combined with that for the final concentra
tion, the final stabie hydrogen concentration should depend on ~~. 

The assumptions made in this model should be examined if we wanttotest its valid
ity for PPV. One of the first assumptions made is that hydrogen can only disappear as 
H 2 • A series of experiments by Wild and Koidl [25] showed by the analysis of the frac
tions coming from a-C:H that these were always molecular. Marée et al. assume that 
hydrogen only disapears in the form of H 2 whereas combinations like H 20 and C H 4 are 
not taken into account. The loss of hydrogen through other combinations could result 
in a faster loss of hydrogen, with ion dose. 

In the model of Marrée et al. only primary ionisations are taken into account, the 6 
electrous created by the primary ionisations are not considered whereas literature shows 
that 60% of the energy of the primary ions is transmitted through secondary electrous 
[28]. This energy deposition by secondary electrous has a larger range than the energy 
deposition by primary ionisations, which can enlarge reff· Since V is determined from 
the experiment and reff given by equation 3.8, taking into account secondary electrous 
could result in a smaller diffusion length l. 

The diffusion length l is taken to be material dependent, implying that it might 
change during the irradiation if the material is severely altered. A major influence on 
the size of l could be a densification of the material, which could result in smaller l. 

A contraction of the polymer layer as reported by Kallweit, Baur, Eichinger and 
Strack [18] can be of influence if, as in the model of Marée et al. the hydrogen con
centration is expressed per cubic centimeter whereas IBA experiments give results per 
square centimeter. 
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Chapter 4 

Experiment al 

4.1 Experimental setup 

Experiments have been carried out at two different sites. IBA experiments with He 
ions with an energy of 2, 4, 7.6 and 13.4 MeV are performed at the cyclotron facility of 
the Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT). All other experiments including IBA 
experiments with helium ions with energiesof 1, 1.5, 2, 2.7 Me V, Fourier Transfarm Infra 
Red spectroscopy and mass speetrometry are performed at Philips Research Laboratories 
in Eindhoven (PRL). The beam energy is chosen such that it is still relevant for IBA 
analysis while a large variation in energy loss in the polymer is o btained. At these 
energies ( > 250 ke V/ amu) the energy loss is dominated by the electronic energy loss. 
Figure 4.1 shows the energy loss of He in PPV (with nominal composition of 5 at% 0, 
55 at% H and 40 at% C) as a function of energy. The energy loss in PPV is calculated 
using Bragg's rule in TRIM92[26). Indicated in the energy loss curve are the energies 
employed in this study, showing that a large variation in energy lossis obtained. 
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Figure 4.1: The electronic stopping power of an helium ion in PPV as a function of ion 
energy{26}. The circles denote the energies employed in this work. 

4.1.1 Setup 

Setup EUT 

At the EUT experiments are performed in a back-scatter-chamber, of which a schematic 
diagram is given below. The helium ions are accelerated by the AVF cyclotron of 
the Eindhoven University of Technology. Experiments at the EUT are in this work 
performed under glancing incidence conditions (Bin = 75°), in which way ERD and RBS 
experiments can he performed at the same time. The detectors are denoted by RBS 
and ERD, with specific angles given in the appendix. The sample is attached to the 
sample holderby double-sided tape. The background pressure in the vacuum chamber 
is 3 * 10-6 millibar. 

Stopping foil 

Figure 4.2: The chamber set-up as used at the Eindhoven University of Technology. Specific 
0 and </> for the different experiments (energies) are given in the appendix. 

The detector signal is amplified by a preamplifier (Silena Catsa) and a amplifier 
(Ortec Research Amplifier 410). The signalis next converted by an ADC and collected 
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by the PHYDAS system for further processing by the software package 'Columbus'. The 
software-package 'Columbus' is developed and employed at the Eindhoven University of 
Technology and has an option to perform semi list-mode experiments. In this mode the 
spectra are collected duringa preset time-interval and saved with the collection time and 
filenumber. For a more complete description one can refer to "Design and Realisation 
of the Eindhoven Scanning Proton Microprobe" [27]. 

Setup PRL 

The IBA experiments done at Philips Research are performed in the so called RBS-I 
chamber, of which a schematic diagram is given below. The helium ions are accelearted 
by a 2.5 MeV Van der Graaf! accelerator. The ERD and RBS experiments are not 
(like at the EUT) performed at the same time. The RBS experiments are performed 
under standard conditions (rotation 5 degrees) while for ERD the sample is rotated 75 
degrees. Both detectors are denoted again by ERD and RBS. The sample is mounted 
on the sample holderby means of two metal clips. The pressure in the vacuum chamber 
is 8 * 10-7 millibar. The detector signal is amplified by a pre-amplifier (ortec 144A) 

Figure 4.3: The experimental chamber set-up as used at the Philips Research Laboratories. 
For ERD experiments the sample was rotated 75 degrees. 

and amplifier (Ortec Research Amplifier 410), converted by an ADC and collected in 
a ND66-MCA. This MCA is connected to a J-LVAX computer, on which the data can 
further be processed with analysis and simulation package RUMP. The experiments are 
performed as a sequence of 'standard' RBS/ERD experiments with small ion dose, with 
as parameters the total ion dose and the dose used to collect the spectrum. The loss of 
hydrogen and oxygen can be foliowed as a function of total ion dose. The integration 
time is adjusted to the degradation rate, for slower degradation the integration time is 
enlarged. 

4.1.2 Dose determination 

For a determination of the dose there are two important parameters; the collected charge 
and the area of the irradiated surface. 
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Charge determination 

The integrated current (charge) is very important and needs to be quantified accurately. 
In the experiments performed at the Eindhoven University of technology the current is 
measured in a faraday cup just before and after the irradiation. It is seen that the 
counts for a non-degrading element scale linear with the current. As no loss of carbon 
is observed, the counts from the C-signal in the RBS spectrum are used as an internal 
reference for the ion dose. The current measured at the beginning and at the end of the 
experiment and the counts for carbon scattering in the RBS-spectrum give a relation 
between counts and current during the experiment. The irradiation dose in both ERD 
as RBS experiment can then be calculated by multiplication of the carbon counts in the 
RBS spectrum by the factor calculated above. 

In the experiments performed at Philips Research Laboratories the absolute current 
is measured, by collecting the current required to keep the sample uncharged. lntegrating 
this current over the collection time gives the tot al dose in the measurement ( figure 4.4). 

Figure 4.4: Current measurement as used at experiments at Philips Research Laboratories, 
with a voltage set on the sample to minimize secundary electron emision. 

lf ions impinge on a target secondary electrous can be emitted resulting in an overes
timation ofthe integrated current (charge). To suppress this secondary electron emission 
a positive voltage of 84 V is put on the sample. Secondary electron emission strongly 
depends on the angle of incidence Oin[9]. Figure 4.5 shows the current normalised to 
the current for Oin = 0°, as a function of the angle of rotation. In this experiment the 
current on target was measured for different angles of rotation. It can be seen that 
secondary electron emmision has a significant influence on the current measurement for 
ERD conditions (rotation 75 °). This curve is used in this work to correct the measured 
dose for secondary electron emission. The measured current for the rectangular situ
ation (rotation 0 degrees) deviates less than percent from the actual current. Based on 
comparison of the experiment with simulations according to RUMP. 
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Figure 4.5: The current measured as a function of the rotation of the sample, so as a funtion of 
the angle of incidence. Th is figure shows a significant influence for ERD conditions ( rotation 
15 degrees). 

Irradiated surface 

To determine the ion dose per square centimeter the spot size is an equally important 
parameter. Another important parameter is the uniformity of the ion beam. lf the beam 
is not uniform not the whole irradiated spot will get the same ion dose ( and thus the 
same degradation). Experiments at PRL have shown that the colouring of the sample 
is homogeneons over the spot, even for low ion dose. This implies a good uniformity 
of the ion beam. The spots obtained at the experiments at the EUT do notshow this 
homogeneaus colonring of the sample, implying a less uniform ion beam. This limits 
the accuracy of the dose determination and hence the determination of the degradation 
of the polymer. 

Ion Track Density 

However it is important to realize that the determining parameter for the degradation 
of the polymer is not simply the ion dose, i.e. the number of ions divided divided by 
the irradiated surface on the sample. Dividing the numer of ions Q by the irradiated 
surface A gives in the different geometries given in figure 4.6 different doses c/>. Whereas 
the damage produced to the sample will be the same and is determined by the density 
of the ion tracks in the polymer. 

The parameter which determines the degradation is the Ion Track Density (ITD) 
defined as the number of ions divided by the cross-section A' of the ion beam. This 
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Figure 4.6: The irradiated surface of a sample depends on the angle of incidence. The damage 
produced to the sample depends on the density of the ion tracks in the polymer and is not 
depending on the angle of incidence. 

implies that in the glancing incidence situation the spot as measured on the sample 
should be multiplied by cos(Bin)· 

ITD= Q = Q 
A' A· cos(Bin) 

(4.1) 

Q number of ions 
A irradiated surface 
A' cross-section of the ion beam 

cl> number of ions divided by the irradiated surface 

Intherest of this work the ion doseis expressed as the ion track density (ITD). 

The composition determined from a spectrum does not give the composition at 
the end of that measurement, but is an integral over the whole collection time. A 
measurement started at an ITD c/>i an stopped at an ITD c/>2 gives the composition of 
the sample at an total ITD of c/>i + 4>j;.p:;;. This correction does not play an important 
role for small integration steps but becomes more important when the integration time 
is enlarged (larger additional doses). 

4.2 Sample: The polymer LED 

4.2.1 Polymer: Poly-Phenylene-Vinylene 

The polymer considered hereis Poly-Phenylene-Vinylene (PPV), which is the conjugated 
polymer used for the poly-LED shown in figure 4.7 [1]. Conjugated polymers are organic 
semiconductors, the semiconducting behaviour being associated with the 1r molecular 
orbitals delocalized along the polymer chain. PPV has usually a high percentage of 
conjugation ( defined as n~m in which nis the conjugated part and m the non-conjugated 
part). The exact composition of the polymer depends on the fraction of conjugation. 
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Figure 4. 7: Poly-Phenylene- Vinylene, conjugated (n is the conjugated part) polymer with 
R1 = CH3 and R2 = C10H21· 

For 90 % conjugation the polymer consists of 55 at% hydrogen, 40 at% carbon and 5 
at% oxygen. The polymer is spin-coated from a 0.9 % (weight per volume) salution in 
toluene. The whole preparation process occurs in a nitrogen atmosphere, other layers 
like the aluminium electrades are deposited on the polymer by vacuum evaporation at 
pressures below 2 * 10-6 millibar. 

4.2.2 Configuration: Poly-LED 

Since the goal of this investigation is to investigate the atomie composition and layer 
structure of working and non-working LEDs, it is preferred to measure the polymer in 
the LED configuration. The polymer LED consists of a glass substrate, with on top an 
ITO layer. The polymer is spun on the ITO layer and covered with a top electrode and 
a glass plate. The top electrode consists of a Ca or modified layer (Ca+). The glass 
top-plateis for proteetion of the LED against atmospheric conditions. If the polymer is 

I glass I 
.L 

metal electrode (Ca, Ca~ 

PPV --. Indium-Tin-Oxide (electrode) 

I glass (carrier) I 
Figure 4.8: The polymer is used in this configuration to function as a LED, with top electrode 
and Indium Tin Oxyde (ITO) layer as conducting layer on the glass substrate. 

analysed in this (LED) configuration- without glass top-plate- the glass substrate and 
ITO layer cause a large background in the RBS-spectrum. This reduces the sensitivity 
for the light elements (H,O) present in the polymer. The degradation of the polymer 
should therefore be measured in a special configuration to search for the optimal (min
imum degradation) analysis conditions. In this special configuration the loss of oxygen 
and hydragen can be better quantified and will help in determining the composition of 
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the unirradiated polymer in both the special as the LED configuration. 

In this test configuration the polymer is spun on an aluminium layer which is in turn 
deposited on a carbon substrate. The aluminium layer is used to separate in the spec
trum the carbon in the polymer from the carbon in the substrate. Multiple scattering 
in this separation layer causes background in the RBS spectrum at the position of the 
oxygen. Because no loss of carbon was observed under influence of the ion beam the 
separation layer is left out for experiments where only the loss of oxygen or hydrogen 
is investigated. The FTIR experiments are performed on a PPV layer spun on a ca+ 
layer, deposited on a carbon substrate. 

200nmPPV 

200nmPPV 50 run Aluminium 

Carbon substrate Carbon subslate 

Figure 4.9: Two measurement configurations, one with aluminium layer to separate the carbon 
in the substrate from the carbon in the polymer. 

The carbon subtrate is very rough, variations of 300 nm are observed in measure
ments with a surface profilometer. lf the polymer is spun on top of this carbon substrate, 
it will nothave the same layer thickness over the sample. Therefore the edges associated 
with the interfaces in the samples in the RBS and ERD spectra are less steep than is 
the case for sharply defined interfaces. 
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Chapter 5 

Results 

In this chapter the results of the ion irradiation experiments on PPV are presented. 
The RBS and ERD measurements show loss of hydrogen and oxygen from the polymer 
layer. First the oxygen loss is discussed, next the loss of hydrogen. In the following 
section the results of a FTIR analysis of the irradiated polymer as wellas analysis of the 
volatile components induced by the irradiation are presented. Finally some additional 
observations are discussed. 

5.1 Oxygen loss 

Experiments for the loss of oxygen are performeel with He ions for energies varying from 
1 MeV to 13.4 MeV. The oxygen signal could in all cases be foliowed as a function of 
total ITD, except for the experiment at 4 MeV where the scattering cross-section was 
too small to obtain an experiment with sufficient statistic. Energies above the energy 
of Rutherford scattering are chosen to obtain a resonance for the scattering of oxygen 
(7.6 and 13.4 Me V). The IBA experiments with helium ions with energies of 1, 1.5, 2 
and 2. 7 Me V performeel at PRL are treated separately from the IBA experiments for 
helium ions with energies of 2, 4, 7.6 and 13.4 MeV performeel at the EUT. 

a. Philips Research Laboratories 

In the spectra obtained in experiments performeel at PRL the oxygen peaks are clearly 
separated from the carbon signal (figure 5.1 ). The integrated oxygen peak is an in
dication for the amount of oxygen present in the polymer. Following the integral as a 
function of total ITD gives insight into the loss of oxygen and the degradation of the 
polymer. The integration time is adjusted to the degradation rate, with longer integra
tion time and thus larger additional irradiation doses when the degraclation has sloweel 
down. This causes smaller uncertainties in the oxygen yield at higher close. 
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Figure 5.1: The left figure shows an example of an RBS spectrum as obtained at PRL for 
an helium ion beam of 2 Me V (Bin = 5 °, e = 170 °) of a PPV {200 nm) layer on a carbon 
substrate. In the right figure the content of the oxygen peak (integral} can be seen as a functior~ 
of total ion track density. 

The data as obtained from the experiments performed at PRL have been fitteel with 
a single exponential function and a constant. Normalizing this function to the amount 
of oxygen present at zero ITD gives the relative amount of oxygen present in the sample 
as a function of total lTD. The figure below shows the loss of oxygen as a function of 
total ITD for the beam energies employed at PRL. Shown are only the fitted functions, 
while the measured data are given in appendix B. 
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Figure 5.2: Oxygen losses as measured at Philips Research Labaratories, for Héion beams 
with different energies ( 1, 1. 5, 2 and 2. 7 Me V). The damage produced to the sample evolves 

more slowly with higher beam energy and reaches a lower final concentration. 

The loss of oxygen evolves more rapid when the beam energy is decreased from 
2.7 to 1 MeV. The final concentration of oxygen increases from 43% to 53% when the 
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beam energy is decreased from 2.7 to 1 MeV. The latter is in contradiction with the 
hypothesis put forward by de Kruif (section 3.1) in which the final damage produced 
in the sample would be independent of the used ion beam. The data are all fitted with 
a single exponential function in which c/J* is the ITD and Onorm the normalized oxygen 
content of the polymer. The results are given in the table below. 

Ion a b Uo 

2.7 MeV He+ 0.57 0.43 3.5 * 10 16 

2.0 MeV He+ 0.56 0.44 4.1 * 10-16 

1.5 MeV He+ 0.51 0.49 6.4 * 10-16 

1.0 MeV He+ 0.47 0.53 9.8 * 10-16 

In literature only damage cross-sections for hydrogen and carbon loss are determined, 
so far no damage cross-sections for the loss of oxygen are published. The damage cross 
sections found here for the oxygen loss are of the same order of magnitude as the dam
age cross-section found by van IJzendoorn and Schellekeus [15] for the loss of hydrogen 
from polystyrene under influence of a 2 Me V helium ion beam. The damage cross-section 
found by van IJzendoorn and Schellekeus for the lossof carbon is one order of magnitude 
smaller than the damage cross-sections found here for the loss of oxygen. This does not 
imply that oxygen always disappears faster than carbon because two different polymers 
are considered here and the chemical strcuture of the polymer has a strong influence 
on the degradation. PPV is more open than PS and therefore the oxygen atoms can 
combine easier to volatile molecules than carbon in PS whereas they are approximately 
of the same size. Direct comparison of damage cross-section of these different elements 
is difficult because in one case the carbon is in the backbone of polystyrene while oxy
gen is in one of the side chains in PPV which may be more sensitive to radiation damage. 

It is important to realize that the determination of the ITD as mentioned in the 
previous section has a major influence on the damage cross-section. An error of 10% 
in ITD causes an equal error in the damage cross-section. The damage cross-section 
presented may be subject to systematical errors but trends can be explained by the 
comparison of experiments performed at PRL. 

The final normalized oxygen content is seen to decrease for higher beam energies. A 
possible explanation might be found in the local sample temperature. For higher beam 
energies the total energy deposition of the ions in the polymer layer decreases (lower 
stopping of the ionsin the PPV layer) resulting in a lower local polymer temperature. 
A lower temperature enlarges the diffusion lengths of the oxygen atoms in the polymer 
rising the 'probability' on formation of oxygen containing volatile molecules. More mo-
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lecules formed result in lower final concentrations of oxygen in the polymer. 

b. Eindhoven University of Technology 

The experiments at the EUT are performed in list-mode with constant integration time. 
The data points have in this presentation the same uncertainty at all Ion Track Densities 
(ITD). 
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Figure 5.3: The left figure shows an RBS spectrum as obtained at the EUT for a helium ion 
beam with an energy of 7.6 Me V (Oin= 75 °, (} = 165 °) of a PPV layer {115 nm} on a carbon 
subtrate. In the right figure the content of the oxygen paek can be seen as a function of total 
ITD for an helium ion beam of 7.6 Me V. 

The data as obtained from the experiments at the Eindhoven University of Techno
logy have been fitted with a single exponentlal function. Normalized fits are plotted in 
figure 5.4 for helium ion beams with energies of 2, 7.6 and 13.4 MeV: 

Ion a b a (cm2
) 

13.4 MeV He++ 0.46 0.54 1.1 * 10 16 

7.6 MeV He++ 0.48 0.52 2.7 * w-16 

2 MeV He+ 0.41 0.59 9.8 * w-16 

The oxygen loss of PPV under influence of the used ion beam evolves faster when 
the beam energy is decreased, similar to the experiments at PRL. The experiments at 
PRL showed an increasing final oxygen concentration when the beam energy was de
creased from 2.7 to 1 MeV. The experiments at the EUT show that the final oxygen 
concentration for 7.6 and 13.4 MeV is almost equal (52% against 54%) and that indeed 
the final concentration for 2 MeV (59%) is higher than for 7.6 and 13.4 MeV. It is seen 
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in figure 5.4 that the o:xygen loss under 13.4 Me V bombardment evolves so slowly that 
within the limits of experiment it might still be far from the saturation value than is 
the case for the other energies where a plateau in oxygen yield is clearly seen. 
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Figure 5.4: Oxygen losses as measured at the Eindhoven University of Technology, for He ion 
beams with different energies (2, 7.6 and 13.4 Me V). 

The oxygen loss evolves in the experiment at the EUT with a helium ion beam of 2 
MeV much faster than is determined from the experiment for 2 MeV helium ion beam 
at PRL. The damage cross-section determined from the experiment at PRL ( 4.1 *10-16 

cm2 ) is a factor two smaller than the one determined from the experiment at the EUT 
(9.5 * 10-16 cm2

). An important parameter in determining the damage cross-section is 
the ITD (irradiation dose and irradiated surface). The difference in current measure
ment at PRL and EUT is described in section 4.1.2, the direct current measurement 
as employed at PRL can result in an overestimation of the current and charge. An 
overestimation of the charge ( current) will result in a too small damage cross-section, 
but the estimated effect of maximum 10% (section 4.1.2) is too small to explain the 
difference observed here. The secoud important parameter is the irradiated surface and 
the homogeneity of the used ion beam. Especially the determination of the irradiated 
surface in the experiments at the EUT causes problems because from the colouring of 
the sample is seen that the polymer is irradiated less homogeneously as is the case for 
the experiments at PRL. In the experiments at the EUT the colouring is less on the 
edges, implying that this is less irradiated by the ion beam than the center of the spot. If 
only the dark part of the spot (center half the size of the total spot) is used to determine 
the irradiated surface and hence the ITD. A smaller irradiated surface would result in 
higher ITD at lower degradation and thus smaller damage cross-sections. This seems 
the most important reasou to explain the difference between the results from the EUT 
and PRL. 
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The final concentration for oxygen under influence of the 2 Me V helium ion beam is 
59% at the EUT against 44% at PRL for the sameion beam energy. The data obtained 
at the EUT show an increase of oxygen content at higher ITD (appendix B) resulting 
already in a higher final concentration. The oxygen increase may be caused by uptake 
of oxygen from the residual gas [29]. However it is important to keep in mind that 
the experiment for 2 MeV at the EUT is the only experiment where this increase of 
oxygen content occurs and it can not be excluded that it might by caused by specific 
circumstances during that particular experiment. 

5.2 Hydragen results 

A severe loss of hydragen is seen for all energies from 2 to 13.4 MeV. At the EUT 
hydragen (ERD) experiments were performed for 2, 4, 7.6 and 13.4 MeV He ion beams. 
At PRL hydragen (ERD) experiments are performed only for 2 MeV He+ion beams. 
Again these results are treated per site. 

a. Philips Research Laboratories 

The spectra of the ERD experiments performed at Philips show only hydragen recoils 
coming from the polymer, forward scattered helium is stopped in the stoppping foil (fig 
5.5). The integral of this spectrum is an indication for the amount of hydragen present 
in the polymer. Again this integral is foliowed as a function of total ITD and shown 
in tigure 5.5. The data points are overlaid with a triple exponential function and a 
constant (chapter 6). The hydragen content of the PPV layer is seen to decrease fast 
and shows even at high ITD, in contradiction to the results for oxygen where a stabie 
final concentration is reached, a continuing decrease. 

b. Eindhoven U niversity of Technology 

In the experiments performed at the EUT the energy is varied from 2 to 13.4 MeV. In 
the spectrum at higher energies not only recoiled hydragen can be seen but also counts 
induced by protons originating from 12C(a,p)15 0 nuclear reactions (figure 5.6). In this 
case not the whole spectrum may be integrated but only the peak of the hydragen re
coils. Due to the high background at the low energy tail of the recoiled hydragen peak 
this may cause an overestimation for the higher hydragen yield. 

The data points obtained fom the experiments performed at the EUT are fitted with 
a triple exponential function and a constant. The resulting fits are given in tigure 5.7 
which shows the normalized hydragen yield as a function of ITD for the different beam 
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Figure 5.5: The left figure shows an ERD spectrum of a PPV layer {115 nm) on a carbon 
substrate as obtained at PRL for a 2 Me V helium ion beam (()in = 75 °, phi = 30 ° ). In the 
right figure the relative concentration of hydragen is given as a function of total ITD for a 2 
Me V helium ion beam. 
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Figure 5.6: The left figure shows an ERD spectrum as obtained at the EUT of a PPV layer 
{115nm) on a carbon substrate fora 7.6 Me V helium ion beam (()in= 75 °, </> = 30 °). The 
right figure shows the hydragen content as a function of total ITD for an helium ion beam of 
7.6 MeV. 

energies. Fits with the data points are given in appendix B. 

The fits obtained with these triple exponential function give no information about 
the proces in the polymer. The found parameters ( three constauts and the three damage 
cross-sections) are strongly depending on the starting value in least square method. The 
advantage of these fits is only the visual aspect. 

Gomparing the results of the hydrogen loss for a 2 MeV helium ion at PRL and 
the EUT one notes differences. The hydrogen loss at the EUT evolves slower than 
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Figure 5.7: These graphs show the hydragen content as a function of total ITD for different 
energies. ft becomes clear from these graphs that with higher energy the damage evolves slower 
and the 'final concentration' is higher. 

the hydragen loss as measured at PRL for a 2 MeV helium ion beam. The increase 
of oxygen in the polymer for high ion dose observed in the experiments at the EUT 
(section 5.1) could point in the direction of an uptake of molecules from the residual gas 
in the vacuum chamber. An absorbance of hydragen would result in a slower decrease 
of the hydragen content as observed in the experiments at the EUT when compared 
with the experiments at PRL. Wallace et al. showed in their artiele "Gas absorption 
during ion-irradiation of a polymer target" [29] that it is possible to absorb molecules 
from the residual gas into the polymer. In the experiments of Wallace et al. it was ob
served that when the pressure in the scattering chamber was raised to 1.3*10-4 millibar 
by the addition of D20 vapour through a leak valve, deuterium was incorporated into 
the polymer. Of course the incorporation of molecules from the residual gas into the 
polymer strongly depends on the composition of the residual gas and the pressure in the 
vacuum chamber. The pressure in the vacuum chamber during the IBA experimentsis 
two orders of magnitude smaller than in the experiments performed by Wallace et al. 
indicating the uptake of atoms would be unlikely. However, unfortunately this effect 
could not be checked during this work for the here used pressures and polymers, but it 
can also not be excluded. 

However it is important to keep in mind that the experiment for 2 Me V at the EUT 
is the only experiment where this increase of oxygen content is clearly observed and it 
might by caused by specific conditions during that partienlar experiment. 
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5.3 FTIR results 

The goal of analysis by Fourier Transform InfraRed spectroscopy is to gain insight into 
the change of the chemica! structure of the polymer during the irradiation. The sug
gestion made by Baumann [22] and Sellschop [23] that the 'damage' cross-sections for 
hydrogen loss, found from their exponential model, are connected to different honds of 
hydrogen in the polymer would imply that the honds of the polymer play an important 
role in the degradation process. 

The FTIR experiments are performed with a 200 nm PPV layer spun on a carbon 
substrate that is covered with a ca+ layer as reflecting layer. FTIR is performed in 
reflection mode because the carbon substrate is not transparent for the infrared light. 
On this sample several spots were irradiated by a 2 MeV helium ion beam with the ITD 
varying from 0.37 * 1014 ions/cm2 to 73 * 1014 ions/cm2 . Figure 5.8 shows the FTIR 
spectrum of a pristine polymer film (not yet irradiated) on a carbon substrate. Some of 
the most characteristic absorption peaks observed in the FTIR spectrum are: 
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Figure 5.8: FTIR spectrum of the pristine, non irradiated polymer with the characteristic 
absorption peaks. 
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Figure 5.9 shows the FTIR spectrum of the polymer after irradiation with 7 * 1015 

ions/cm2 2 MeV He at PRL. It is clear that the bombardment of the polymer by the 
highly energetic He+ions results in a total destruction of the original polymer honds. At 
an ITD of 7*1015 ions/cm2 none of the original polymer hondscan be observed anymore 
in the FTIR spectrum. This implies that the original polymer honds probably play a 
minor role during the degradation proces for high ITD in the case of PPV. The FTIR 
results do not confirm nor negate the suggestion made by Baumann[22] and Sellschop 
[23] for the different damage cross-sections belonging to different honds of hydrogen in 
the polymer PPV ABS ~ 7 E 13 JJ075 1 
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Figure 5.9: FTIR spectrum of the polymer after irradiation with an ion track density of 
7 * 1015 ionsjcm2 • Almost all the characteristic absorption peaks for the pristine PPV have 
disappeared. 

From the evolution of the FTIR spectra as a function of the ITD it seems that the 
C=C signal disappears faster than the other signals. This would imply a faster breaking 
of this bond. In figure 5.10 the evolution of the peaks in the wavelength region 3200-
2700 cm-I, corresponding to the C-H stretch bond is shown. The peak shows astrong 
decrease in magnitude with increasing ion dose until finally no significant feature can 
be observed anymore. It can be concluded that the polymer is chemically destructed at 
an ITD < 7*1015 ions/cm2

• It is interesting to note that also at this ITD the oxygen 
concentration for 2 Me V has reached its stabie final concentration of 44%, implying that 
after the destruction of the original polymer honds, when a kind of chemical end state 
is reached, no more oxygen disappears from the sample. 
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Figure 5.10: In this graph the characteristic absorption peaks for carbon hydragen bands in 
PPV are foliowed as a function of the irradiation dose. Starting at zero ITD going to 7.3 ·1015 

ionsjcrn2 a decrease in the characteristic peak is observed. 
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5.4 Mass speetrometry 

The goal of the experiments with the mass spectrometer is to investigate which fractions 
are released from the polymer sample under ion-irradiation. The question is whether 
only molecular hydragen is released or that also other molecules like for example 0 2 or 
H 20 are released. The experiment is only done for 2 MeV helium irradiation. 

Experiments with the mass spectrometer are performeel in a secoud UHV chamber 
attached to the sameVan der Graaff accelerator at Philips Research Laboratories. The 
experiments are performeel on a PPV layer (200nm), spun on a carbon substrate. The 
current was in the same range as for the experiments done to determine the oxygen and 
hydragen loss (± 1013 ions/(cm2 

• s), 40 nA into 3 x 1 mm2 .). 
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Figure 5.11: The mass spectrum as measured in the chamber before the bombardment of the 
polymer. Total background pressure is 7 · 10-9 millibar. 

The total background pressure of the chamber at the moment of the experiment was 
7 · 10-9 millibar. The partial pressures are given below. A mass spectrum of the UHV 
chamber before the bombardment of the polymer is given in figure 5.11. The two major 
contributions come from mass 2, molecular hydragen H2, and mass 18, being H 20. 

mass background pressure 
(amu) (millibar) 
2 2 ·10 9 

16 1 . 10-10 

18 3. 10-10 

32 < 10-12 
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Figure 5.12: Partial pressures for selected masses as a function of time. When the polymer is 
irradiated, it is clear that outgassing of molecules with masses 2, 16 and 32 takes place. M ass 
18 (H20) does nat show an increase in partial pressure. 

Figure 5.12 shows time-dependent (ITD-dependent) rnass-spectra of PPV. In this 
spectrum increases in mass 2 , 16 and 32 are seen when the irradiation is started (beam 
on) while there is drop to the originallevel when the irradiation is stopped (beam off). 
The oscillations in the partial pressures relate directly to oscillations in the beam cur
rent on the sample. Mass 2 is molecular hydrogen and shows the largest increase. Mass 
32 must be molecular oxygen and the signal at mass 16 is either due to oxygen atoms 
(from 0 2 molecules split by the mass spectrometer) or CH4 . However, from the IBA 
experiments it follows that carbon loss is insignificant. Therefore this mass probably 
corresponds to oxygen. Nevertheless, the partial pressure remains at a very low level 
compared to H2 • 

No increase of the partial pressure of H20 is observed implying that either the 
background pressure is too high (release to low) or that there is no release of water 
molecules. Since a release of molecular oxygen is observed, it is expected that also 
water molecules might be released because the ratio of hydrogen to oxygen is about 10, 
such that the probability on formation of 0 2 or of H20 may be expected to beat least 
of the same magnitude. Therefore it is believed that probably the background pressure 
of H2 0 is too high to detect water molecules coming from the polymer. 

5.5 Measurement with a-stepper (DEKTAK) 

The polymer investigated in this work is assumed to have an open structure. lrradiation
induced destruction of the polymer structure (section 5.3) and loss of elements could, 
similar as in the experiment of Kaliweit et al. [18], result in a contraction of the sample. 
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To investigate the possible contraction the polymer is spun on a flat glass substrate 
and different spots are irradiated with perpendicularly incident 2 Me V helium ions up 
to different lTD. Next the spots are profiled with a surface profilometer. It is observed 
that a erater is formeel at the irradiated area. The depth of this erater increases with 
the lTD. Starting from the original thickness of 150 nm for the pristine PPV layer, 
one can calculate from the erater depth the remairring layer thickness. The result is 
plotteel in figure 5.13, which shows the remairring layer thickness versus ITD for 2 Me V 
He irradiation. After an initial fast rednetion in layer thickness, a saturation state is 
attained in which the PPV layer thickness is reduced by a factor 3.5 with respect to the 
thickness of the pristine layer. 

2 MeV PRL 

fitted curve 

0~0--~1~00~~20~0--~3±00~~40~0--~5±00~~60~0~ 
ITD (•1014 ions/cm2) 

Figure 5.13: The layer thickness as a function of total ion track density, the original thickness 
was 150 nm. Irradiation with 2 Me V Hé ions at perpendicular incidence. 

The contraction of the PPV layer, as measured with an surface profilo-meter, can be 
fitteel with a single exponential function: 

(5.1) 

The exponential coefficient found for the contraction of the polymer (2.8*10-16 
cm2 )is of the same order of magnitude as the degradation cross-section for the loss 
of oxygen (4.1*10-16 cm2 ). Given this fact, tagether with the fact that saturation is 
reached at the same ITD (:::::: 100 * 1014 ions/cm2), the oxygen loss and the contraction 
of the polymer layer can be correlated. A possible explanation might be as follows. lni
tially, the pristine polymer has presumably a rather open structure due to the presence 
of large sidechains along the main chain, which already contains large benzene rings. 
Steric hindrance of the side chains woulel then cause the open structure. 

When the polymer is irradiated with the rather high ITD required for IBA, the 
chemical structure of the pristine layer is completely destroyed as is shown by the FTIR 
analysis. This probably occurs by bond breaking and chain scission [17, 21]. Tagether 
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with the associated element loss by desorption of molecules, this causes the disappear
ance of the large side chains and thus of the steric hindrance. What remains is probably 
a carbon skeleton, which Uke graphite may be denser than the original polymer. Ana
lysis by IBA gives the areal density of the polymer, whereas the layer thickness of the 
pristine polymer is known from a step height measurement. Combination of the layer 
thickness with the areal density yields the atomie density. For the pristine polymer an 
approximate density of 1 * 1023 at/cm3 is found, which increases to 1.8 * 1023 at/cm3 

for the irradiated polymer. Although the absolute value may be subject to errors, the 
relative change is more accurate, confirming the densification of the polymer layer by 
ion irradiation. 

What remains of the polymer looks Uke amorphous carbon, without chemical struc
ture and more dense than the pristine polymer such that oxygen containing molecues 
(02 , H 20) can no longer leave the sample. For the escape of molecular hydrogen this 
densification would play a minor role because these molecules are much smaller than 
the oxygen containing molecules. 

5.6 Additional observations 

During analysis of the polymer-LED structure an additional problem has been observed 
in some cases. For polymer layers with a specific conjugation fraction, and thus a spe
cific composition, it is noted that within the irradiated area sametimes a blistering of 
the top-electrode occurs. Depending on the severeness of this blistering, this can be 
detrimental for the interpretation of the IBA spectra. The result of the blistering is the 
peeling off of small parts of the top-electrode: the underlying layers are then visible at 
the surface which causes a compound IBA spectrum: a contribution from the part with 
the electrode-material at the surface and a part which shows the polymer at the surface 
and a shift to higher energy of all underlying layers. 

The bUstering was observed for low ITD ( < 1014 ions/cm2) and for different angles 
of incidence (tested for 0° < ()in < 65° ). The presence of the ITO layer had no influence 
on this effect, it was observed for samples with and without ITO layer. 

The bUstering is probably caused by the degradation of the polymer, wherein the 
formation of volatile molecules at a high rate causes a pressure build up under the top 
electrode. This pressure can become so high that disruption of the electrode layer occurs 
and some pieces are blown of the sample. This was observed only in the LED config
uration, if the configuration described in figure 4.9 was covered with a metal layer no 
damage to this layer is observed. 
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This effect (blistering) needs to be controlled or prevented if IBA must be succesfully 
applied to analyse poly-LEDs. A systematic study of this effect was not possible within 
the limits of this work. The effect depends strongly on the actual polymer composition, 
and is not observed for all polymers measured in this work. Also the composition of the 
presently used polymers is subject to patent applications and has not been communic
ated. However, preliminary experiments indicate that the rate of 'damage' formation is 
important: it seems that the effect can be suppressed by using conditions resulting in a 
low ion track density rate. The latter can be achieved using low beam currents onto a 
large area (low ions/(cm2 s)). Specific values are not yet determined. 
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Chapter 6 

Models 

The results in the previous chapter show that not only hydrogen is disappearing from 
the sample but that there is also loss of oxygen. With a model descrihing the loss of 
oxygen and hydrogen an estimation can be made of the loss of oxygen and hydrogen 
during analysis. With this estimation the composition of the unirradiated polymer can 
be determined. 

6.1 Exponential models 

The exponential model only describes the loss of hydrogen and oxygen mathematically. 
lt can fit the data but gives no information about the physical proces in the polymer. 
Furthermore in the exponential model a final stable concentration is embedded whereas 
this is not observed in the case of hydrogen lo.ss. The experiments at the EUT and 
PRL show a continuing decrease of the hydrogen concentration under influence of the 
ion beam. The normalized hydrogen data are fitted with a triple exponential function 
and a constant, this equation has seven variables and six parameters ( the concentration 
at zero dose is known). 

(6.1) 

Figure 6.1 shows the fit of the triple exponential function to the hydrogen loss data for 
2 Me V He irradiation at PRL. The fit is described by the function: 

~to*/ = 0.38 * e-1.4*10-16*1>* + 0.24 * e-1.5*10-17*1>* + 0.6 * e-1.2*10-15*1>* + 0.11 

The damage cross sections found by the fit with a triple exponential function are influ
enced by the starting values in the least square method. Other starting values result 
in different cross-sections, changed by approximately a factor two. It is also seen that 
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Figure 6.1: The exponential model as fitted on the data obtained from an IBA experiment with 
2 Me V helium ions performed at PRL (fhn = 75, cp = 30 o ). The target consisted of a 200nm 
PPV layer on a carbon substrate.} 

there is an overshoot of hydragen content at zero ITD. Therefore even the numerical 
values seem to have little meaning. Although the fit is visually good, slightly different 
values for O"i give an almost as good fit. 

In the case of oxygen a 'good' fit is obtained with only one exponential function and 
a constant, which results in only one parameter, the degradation cross-section 0"0 • 
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Figure 6.2: The exponential model as fitted on the data as obtained from an IBA experiment 
with 2 Me V helium i ons performed at P RL (Oin = 5, cp = 170 °). The target consisted of a 
PPV layer {200 nm) on a carbon substrate. 
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(6.2) 

The constant ah is the final normalised oxygen concentration. In the case of oxygen 
loss there is indeed a final concentration as opposed to the case of hydrogen. Figure 
6.2 shows the fit of the single exponential function ~(0*/ = 0.56 . e-4·1·10-

16 *<P* + 0.44 
to the oxygen loss data points obtained for 2 MeV He 1rradiation at PRL. In this case 
one can speak of an oxygen degradation cross-section CJ0 in analogy to IJzendoorn and 
Schellekeus [5]. 

6.2 Model Adel et. al, Marée et. al 

The models described by Adel et. al and Marée et. al show similarities and give some 
insight into the processes taking place in the polymer. These models arebasedon hydro
gen loss alone, losses of other elements like oxygèn or carbon are not taken into account. 
However it might still be possible to describe the hydrogen-loss of PPV with the model 
as given by Marée et. al or Adel et. al. 

One of the most important parameters in this model is the final saturated hydrogen 
concentration, which is determined from the experiment. The characteristic volume (V) 
is defined as inverse of the final concentration of hydrogen which is about 0.1. Inserting 
the characteristic volume (i.e. V=lO) into equation 3.5 and fitting the resulting equa
tion to the data as obtained at Philips with 2 MeV helium ion beam with Teff as fitting 
parameter results in the fit shown in figure 6.3. 

Figure 6.3 shows that it is not possible to describe the hydrogen loss with the model 
as proposed by Adel et al. and Marrée et al. when the final hydrogen concentration 
is inserted into equation 3.5. Even if the characteristic volume V is used as a second 
fit parameter no good fit can be obtained. This implies that the model as proposed by 
Adeletaland Marée et al. is not applyable for the hydrogen loss from PPV. The initial 
hydrogen decrease is not fast enough and the final hydrogen content as predicted by the 
model of Adel et al. and Marée et al. is not observed in the experiments. 

The model as proposed by Adel et al. or Marée et al. gives the hydrogen concen
tration per cubic centimeter. In Ion Beam Analysis the whole PPV layer is analysed 
in terms of the areal density of the polymers expressed in atoms per square centimeter. 
The PPV layer showsastrong contraction under infl.uence of the ion beam as described 
in section 5.5. This contraction does not infl.uence the areal density (atoms/cm2

) but 
strongly infl.uences the concentration of hydrogen per cubic centimeter (atoms/cm3 ). 

Dividing the IBA signal (hydrogen per square centimeter) by the layer thickness as 
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Figure 6.3: The model as proposed by Marée et. al and Adel et. al jitted on the data 
from PPV fora 2 Me V He+beam obtained at Philips (Oin = 75, rjJ = 30 °). The initial 
decrease is not Jast enough and the model prediets a stable hydragen concentration for 
higher dose which is not observed in the experiments. 

measured with a surface profilo-meter gives the hydragen concentration per cubic cen
timeter (left graph of figure 6.4). 

Platting the hydragen concentration per cubic centimeter as a function of total ITD 
(figure 6.4) shows that initially the hydragen concentration per cubic centimeter shows 
an increase as a function of ITD implying that the decrease in layer thickness goes faster 
than the decrease of hydragen present in the sample and this results in an increase of 
hydragen concentration per cubic centimeter. This shows that there is a densification 
of the polymer under irradiation. As discussed insection 5.5 this contraction and dens
ification is probably due to the destruction of the chemical structure by bond breaking 
and chain scission such that the 'open structure' collapses. 

The contraction of the polymer layer can also be of influence on other parameters of 
the model proposed by Adel et al. and Marée et al. This contraction and densification of 
the polymer will alter l and r ef 1. At the moment the layer has reached a stabie thickness 
after an irradiation ITD of 1 · 1016 ionsfcm2 the ditfusion length land re// are no langer 
altered by the contraction. Starting the modeHing of PPV at that moment gives a good 
fit of the model of Adel et al. and Marée et aL to the data as obtained at Philips fora 
2 MeV helium ion beam (right graph in figure 6.4). This is indeed a situation whereby 
only hydragen loss occurs, a situation for which the models are derived. 

The results in this section show that the loss of hydragen from a PPV layer under 
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Figure 6.4: In the left figure the concentration hydragen per cubic centimeter is shown 
by dividing the normalised counts by the normalised layer thickness. In the right figure 
the modelZing is started at the moment the layer has reached a constant thickness and 
the loss of oxygen has stopped (ITD=l · 1016 ionsjcm2. 

infl.uence of an ion beam cannot be described with the model proposed by Adel et al 
and Marée et al.. For the combined loss of hydragen and oxygen from a PPV layer a 
macroscopie model is proposed in section 6.3 below. 

6.3 Macroscopie model 

The loss of hydragen can be described with the model of Adel et al and Marée et al 
from the moment the layer no langer contracts and the loss of oxygen is stopped. This 
suggests that the loss of oxygen and hydragen can not be considered as independent 
processes. In the model presenteel here the loss of hydragen is described in a combined 
process of oxygen and hydragen loss. The assumptions made in this model are: 

• Oxygen can be released in the farm of H 20 and 0 2 . 

• Hydragen can dissappear a.s H 2 or H 20. 

• No carbon containing molecule.s are relea.sed 

• The formation of volatile molec~ûe.s depend.s on the number of hydragen and oxygen 
atom.s involved in the formation, pre.sent in the irradiated polymer. 
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In this model it is assumed that in the polymer liberated hydragen and oxygen atoms 
can recombine to H2, H20 and 0 2, other combinations like C H 4 are not considered in 
this model. All formeel molecules disappear from the sample, implying that the number 
of disappearing hydrogenfoxygen atoms is given by: 

dH( ep*) 
dep* 

dO( ep*) 
dep* 

N H 2 o number of escaped water molecules 
N H 2 number of escaped hydragen molecules 
N 02 m1mber of escaped oxygen molecules 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

The formation of these volatile molecules depends linearly on the amounts of the 
elements required to from the molecule present in the sample. For the formation of a 
water molecule two hydragen and one oxygen atoms neeels to be liberated which can 
then combine to from H20. The m1mber of formeel molecules scales therefore with: 

PH2. PhH(ep*). PhH(ep*) 

PH2o · PhH( ep*) · PhH ( ep*) · PaO( ep*) 

Po2 • PaO(ep*) · PoO(ep*) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

Probability on combination of the liberated atoms to 
H2, H20 and 0 2 
'Probabilty' on liberation of an hydragen atom 
'Probabilty' on liberation of an oxygen atom 
Amount of hydragen present after ITD ep*. 
Amount of oxygen present aft er ITD ep*. 

Substituting equations 6.5 - 6. 7 in 6.3 and 6.4 gives: 

d~~~*) = -P1 · H2(ep*)- P2 · H 2(ep*) · O(ep*) 

d~~~*) =- ~2 . H2(ep*). O(ep*)- p3. 02(ep*) 

pl = 2 . PH2 . ph . ph 
P2 = 2 · PH2 0 · Ph · Ph · Po 
P3 = 2 · P 0 2 • Po · Po 
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Of course an analytica! solution for this set of coupled diffferential (6.8 and 6.9) 
equations woulel be preferrecl. Several hooks are consulteel but none gave a analytica! 
solution for these coupled differential equations. 

To test whether the model described above leads to a functional form which can 
describe the loss of hydrogen another method can be applied. The oxygen loss is fitteel 
with a single exponential form described in section 3.1. The conneetion of the oxygen 
loss to the physical proces as described in the secoud differential equation (eqn 6.9) does 
not longer exist. 

The results for the oxygen loss show that there is a final stabie oxygen concentration 
for high lTD. This implies that only the exponential part of the function descrihing the 
oxygen loss should be inserted into differential equation ( eqn 6.8), because only that 
part of the oxygen can take hydrogen along. 

The functions and data descrihing the hydrogen and oxygen loss are all normalised 
at their content at zero lTD. This gives a change in the implementation of the constauts 
P1 and P2 . The new defined probabilities P{ and P~ can be linked to the original P1 

and P2 • 

H(O) · P{ 

H(O) · 0(0) · P~ 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

lnserting the exponential part of the oxygen contentinto the first differential equation 
gives: 

d~;~*) = -P{ * H'2(4>*)- p~ * H'2(4>*) * (! * e-17•<1>*) 

This equation is of the form of Bernouillis differential equation: 

with 

giving the solution: 

dy 
- = P(x) * y(x) + Q(x) * yn(x) 
dx 

P(x) = 0 and Q(x) = P{ + P~ * (! * e-17*<1>*) 

H'(qy*) = --~:-:---1--~
- P' "'* + P~-f * e-17cp• - P?:f + 1 

1 '+' 17 17 
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For high ITD this function results in 

1 

1 - P?_·! - P' . 4>* 
uoh 1 

giving a continuing decrease of hydrogen even for high ITD. At lower ITD the loss of 
hydrogen is influenced by the loss oxygen, resulting in a faster initial loss of hydrogen. 

The hydrogen loss is fitteel with this function for the beam energies where as well the 
oxygen as the hydrogen loss is measured (2, 7.6 and 13.4 MeV) and for 4 MeV where 
only the hyclrogen could be measurecl. The results with the mass spectrometer show 
that there is also loss of oxygen in the form of 0 2 which does not take hyclrogen along. 
Therefore the clegraclation cross-section for the oxygen loss founcl from the hyclrogen 
loss (O"oh) could be different from the clamage cross-section cleterminecl from the oxygen 
loss (O"o). If the loss through 0 2 goes faster than the loss through H2 0 the clegraclation 
cross-section fotmei from the hydrogen fit will be smaller than the one found from the 
oxygen fit (O"ohiO"o). 

ion energy location P' 1 P.' 2 
.!:.1. O"o (cm·:!) O"oh (cm·:!) p., 

13.4 EUT 1 * 10-3 16 * 10-17 0.8 1 * w-16 3 * w-16 

7.6 EUT 2 * 10-3 4 * 10-16 1 2 * w-16 4 * w-16 

4 EUT 2 * 10-3 8 * 10-16 0.5 -- 3 * w-16 

2 EUT 3 * 10-3 14 * 10-16 0.5 1 * w-15 4 * w-16 

2 PRL 3 * 10-3 4 * 10-16 1.5 4 * w-16 g * w-17 
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Figure 6.5: The macroscopie model (line) jitted to the data points obtained in the experiments 
at the EUT and PRL. 
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The model as proposed in this section results in a functional form which can fit the 
data properly. P~ is much smaller than P{, for a qualitative comparison of P2 and H 
the calculation given in 6.10-6.11 should be applied to these constants. The number 
of oxygen atoms in the layer is in the order of 2*1013 atoms/cm2. This results in an 
ratio ~ in the order of one for all energies implying almost equal probabilities for the 
formation of a water molecule (P2) and a hydrogen molecule (P1). 

The damage cross-sections for the oxygen loss found from the hydrogen losses (<Joh) 

fitted by the macroscopie model are for high energies (7.6 and 13.4 MeV) larger than 
the one determined from fit to the oxygen loss (<J0). This implies that the oxygen 
loss through the formation of water molecules goes faster than the loss through the 
formation of oxygen molecules. Fora 2 MeV helium ion beam at PRL and EUT this is 
just opposite, implying that <J0h < <J0 figure 6.6). For this low energy (2 MeV) the loss 
of oxygen through the formation of water molecules goes slower than the loss of oxygen 
through the formation of oxygen molecules. 
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Figure 6.6: The damage cross-sections for the oxygen loss found from the oxygen loss (sigmaO) 
and found from the hydragen loss (sigmaOh) as a function of beam energy. 

The degradation cross-section for oxygen determined from the hydrogen losses seems 
to be independent of the ion beam energy. Implying that the loss of oxygen through the 
formation of water molecules is independent of the ion energy. The faster loss of oxygen 
for lower beam energies would then be due to the more formation of oxygen molecules 
(02)· 

At high beam energies (7.6 and 13.4 Me V) the energy deposition in the polymer layer 
is smaller than for the low beam energies (2MeV). Less energy deposition results in lower 
local polymer temperatures which could infl.uence the formation of oxygen molecules: 
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lower polymer temperature enlarges the diffusion lengths of the oxygen atoms, increasing 
the probability on formation of molecular oxygen. For the formation of water molecules 
this is not as important because then there is always enough hydrogen nearby for the 
oxygen to combinetoa water molecule, whereas the distance between two oxygen atoms 
is much larger due to the lower concentration ( 4 at% 0 and 55at% H). 
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Chapter 7 

Summary and Conclusions 

The goal of this investigation was to investigate the possibilities of Ion Beam Analysis 
on polymers especially on the polymer used in the poly-LED Poly-Phenylene-Vinylene. 
Analysing the polymer in the LED configuration is preferred in order to investigate the 
atomie composition and layer structure ( depth profiling) of working and non-working 
LEDs. 

The loss of oxygen and hydrogen is clearly observed for all beam energies, varying 
from 1 to 13.4 Me V. The release of hydrogen shows the same behaviour as described in 
literature: for high beam energies the lossof hydrogen evolves slower than for low beam 
energies. The relative hydrogen content at high ITD increases with increasing beam 
energy. At a ITD of 3 * 1016 ions/cm2 the normalized hydrogen concentration increases 
from 0.3 for 2 MeV to 0.6 for helium ion beams with an energy of 13.4 MeV. The final 
concentration of hydrogen is not stable and shows a continuing decrease, even at high 
ion dose. 

The loss of oxygen is also clearly observed for all beam energies and evolves slower 
for high beam energies than for low beam energies, as for hydrogen. The final oxygen 
content is stabie implying that when a well defined ITD is reached no more oxygen dis
appears from the sample. This stable concentration is not observed for hydrogen which 
shows a continuing decrease. The point of stabie oxygen concentration is reached for the 
same ITD for which the contraction of the layer stops. This final oxygen concentration 
might therefore be explained by the fact that the increased density of the polymer layer 
prevents that oxygen containing molecules (H20 and 0 2 ) leave the target. The final 
stabie oxygen concentration decreases for higher beam energies, opposite to the effect 
for the corresponding hydrogen concentration where at high ITD with increasing beam 
energies the concentration increases. 

The loss of hydrogen could not be described by the models known from literature. 
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The macroscopie model as proposed insection 6.3 shows a good fit to the data obtained 
for 2 (PRL and EUT), 4, 7.6 and 13.4 (all EUT) MeV helium ion beams. In this model 
there are two mechanisms responsible for the degradation of hydrogen; the loss through 
molecular hydrogen and the loss through the formation of water molecules. 

The degradation effects of the polymer under influence of the ion beam cause a prob
lem for the interpretation of the spectra. The loss of elements limits the possibilities 
for quantitative analysis of the polymer. The model described insection 6.3 can be ap
plied for an estimation of the element loss during the measurement, fora compositional 
analysis of the unirradiated polymer. The stopping cross-section in the polymer layer 
is altered during the analysis due to the loss of elements which results in a changing 
depth scale. This non constant depth scale limits the possibilities for depth profiling of 
the polymer LEDs. For now a more serious problem is caused by a build up of pressure 
under the top electrode due to the element loss in the polymer layer. This pressure 
becomes so high that the top electrode is blown off the sample during the analysis. 

The problems mentioned in the previuos paragraph can be partly controlled by choos
ing analysis conditions which minimise the degradation or increase the allowed ITD: 

-For example by using the minimum ITD to obtain suflident statistic in the measure
ment. For example, the 2 Me V helium ion ITD required to give a statistica! error of less 
than 10% in the oxygen signal causes an elementlossof 10% in oxygen contentand 60% 
in hydrogen content. Repetition of this experiment on different spots and summing the 
results can give enough statistic for the analysis of the poly-LED. 

-Cooling of the sample as is clone by Kaliweit et aL for Auger analyis of polymers might 
be helpfull[20]. In cooling the ITD allowed before the polymer is significantly enlarged. 
Giving higher statistics at lower ITD (Iess damage). 
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Appendix A 

Experiment al 

The specific backscatter angles and recoil angles are tabulated below. For the experi
ments with mass spectrometer batch KTB165 was used with thickness 200 nm. 

location energy ion proces batch layerthickness RBS angle ERD angle 
PRL 1 MeV He+ KTB165 200 nm -10° -
PRL 1.5 MeV He+ KTB165 200 nm -10° -
PRL 2 MeV He+ KTB165 200 nm -10° -
PRL 2 MeV He+ KTB126 115 nm - 150° 
PRL 2.7 MeV He+ KTB165 200 nm -10° -
EUT 2 MeV He+ KTB126 115 nm -35° 150° 
EUT 4 MeV He+ KTB126 115 nm -35° 150° 
EUT 7.6 MeV He++ KTB126 115 nm -25° 150° 
EUT 13.4 MeV He++ KTB126 115 nm -40° 150° 

Pressures in vaccuum chamber were at the Eindhoven University 3 · 10-6 millibar and 
at PRL it varied from 1 · 10-7 to 1 · 10-7 millibar. The experiments with the gas 
spectrometer were performed in the UHV chambewith backgroundpressures of 6 · 10-9 

millibar.The layerthickness is determined from a polymer layer from the samebatch and 
proces on a glass substrate and measured with a surface profilio-meter. 
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Appendix B 

Fits with data points 

The results obtained at PRL withall the data points and fits are given on the next pages. 
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Figure B.l: The raw hydragen data as obtained from the experiments at Philips Research 
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-----------------

The results obtained at the EUT with all the data points and fits are given on the 
next pages. 
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versity of Technology for 2, 4, 7.6 and 13.4 Me V 
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Figure B.4: The raw oxygen data as obtained from the experiments at Eindhoven University 
of Technology for 2, 4, 7.6 and 13.4 Me V. For 4 me V no good fit can be obtained. 
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